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ABSTRACT
This work aims to give a solution to the problem of not having data about DNS server under attacks by providing data
for testing tools that prevent and protect a DNS server and
thus improve its performance. For this, we developed a simulator for different types of attack in function of the traces
left in the server data flow. This determined the importance
of having real data from a server in ordinary circumstances.
One of the pillars of the internet is the DNS protocol, which
strongly depend on DNS servers. Thus it is of utmost importance to protect them. For this, we have different tools
like DNS server monitoring [3] and troubleshooting tools.
However little data is currently available to test these tools
due to almost nonexistent repositories available and a low
amount of publications.
Given the characteristics of the DNS server, the simulations just consider the attacks that leave traces in the
dataflow, and meet the requirements needed for the optimum
development of the simulations. Therefore, the simulations
include UDP, TCP SYN and DNS floods[2], Port Scans[4],
Random Subdomain[1], and Amplification attacks[5] which
stand out for being frequent and well-known types of attacks.
While some attacks look for vulnerabilities to attack the
server (Port Scan), most of them focus on disabling the server
through the overload of queries, either by non-existing domains (Random Subdomain, DNS Flood), connection queries
(TCP and UDP Flood) or just responses that were never requested (Amplification).
We developed DNS floods, Port Scans, Random Subdomain,
and Amplification simulations attacks. Each simulation was
done in a script that receives a .pcap file with the real traces
and returns another .pcap file with the traces that would
appear if the server suffered the selected attack (see figure
1).

Figure 1: Diagram of the simulation process

Each original file is divided into small time frames where
the malicious packets are inserted. Unlike existing data, our
simulations are highly customizable, allowing us to set specific characteristics of the simulated attack like its duration,
the number of computers attacking, whether its a botnet or a
single machine,and the server capacity. Most of the characteristics are optional and their default value is indicated when
the help command is called. With this, we can distinguish
the realism of the result while giving usability.
As a result we obtained a simulator for DNS floods, Port
Scans, Random Subdomain, and Amplification attacks that
leaves traces into original server data flow files. Each file is
modified by adding new packets that represent the attack.
With these simulators and their level of customization
it is possible to simulate different attack scenarios for each
data flow record of each server and then, test and improve
the protection tools for servers by having new information
of how these attacks would leave traces in the server data
flow. Another possible use is to train artificial intelligence to
predict and prevent these attacks.
About how we can continue this project, creating a data
set simulating these attacks is definitely the next step.
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